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Nurmi Hydraulics Oy

www.nurmi.fi

The strength of NURMI HYDRAULICS OY is
the long term expertise in hydraulics, since 1957
Today the company has over 180 professionals in hydraulics
to serve our customers.
Turnover is over 20 million euros, of which the part of
direct export is about 50% and even 90% of the end users
of our products are outside Finnish borders. We can give
more value to our customers by large volume deliveries
and, if need occurs, with fast spare part deliveries from
the factories in Ikkala and Pori. Our Asian clients are served
by Dalian Nurmi Hydraulics in China.
Our quality system ISO 9001 was certified in 1997 and
environment system ISO 14001 in 2000.
We supply Hydraulic Cylinders for
demanding applications, such as:

 Cylinders for Changing and
Extreme conditions
 Cylinders for Fluctuating pressure and
temperature conditions
 Cylinders for Continuous usage
 Large Diameter and
long stroke cylinders
 Acid Proof Cylinders
 Tailor made applications
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MARINE
Nurmi Hydraulics Oy is specialized in
manufacturing hydraulic cylinders for
heavy use at sea.
Our products are usually classified according
to the rules of ship classification societies.
Nurmi Hydraulics Oy has supplied
marine industry with hydraulic cylinders
over 25 years already.

The main targets of these applications have been hydraulic cylinders for:

 hatch covers for ships
 RORO-equipment (ramps, doors etc.)
 ship's cranes

 steering gear
 deck gear

INDUSTRY
Industrial cylinders NTS6 and NTS7 are
designed for continuous demanding use.
They can be manufactured from traditional
or acid proof materials.
Cylinders can be also equipped with
linear sensors, pipings and valve blocks.
We also manufacture Double Acting Telescopes
Applications for Industrial cylinders are:

 Cylinders for Paper machines
 Cylinders for Steel mills and
foundries
 Cylinders for mining machines
 Cylinders for cranes and
lifting equipment
 Cylinders for Wood industry
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 harbour equipment
 off-shore structures

SERVICE
Porin factory

Small series and special Cylinders

 Quick Deliveries
 Special Cylinders
 Services, overhauls and spare parts

Nurmi Auto Oy

Nurmi Auto is a Daughter Company to
Nurmi Hydraulics.
Nurmi Auto manufactrurers equipment for
Truck and agricultural industry as follows:

 Telescopic tipping cylinders
 Truck outfitting and
Auxiliary frames
 Bogiedrives

DALIAN
Nurmi Dalian

Nurmi Hydraulics Oy is a main owner of a joint venture
company Dalian Nurmi Hydraulics Co., Ltd in China.
Dalian is a harbour city between Beijing and
Korean peninsula.
Dalian Nurmi Hydraulics Produces small and middle
size cylinders for Asian markets. Production started
in full force on year 2007. Main products are Marine
and Mobile cylinders.
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Dalian Nurmi Hydraulics Co Ltd.
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Pusulantie 1080
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49#, D&D Port, Development Zone
DALIAN, CHINA, ZIP: 116600
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